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Introduction
This report presents a summary of the history and character of 
Newington, which lies within the administrative boundary of Kingston-
upon-Hull (abbreviated to Hull). It has been prepared by consultants 
at AECOM on behalf of Locality, working closely with the Newington 
Neighbourhood Forum and is based on a detailed appraisal of the area 
carried out through desk study and fieldwork. It is intended to provide 
evidence and principles to support the development of policies for the 
Newington Neighbourhood Plan.

Landscape character assessment is a process used to describe and 
articulate what is special and distinctive about a particular place by 
identifying recognisable patterns of elements or characteristics that 
make one landscape different from another. Landscape is defined by 
the European Landscape Convention as “….. an area, as perceived by 
people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction 
of natural and / or human factors.” This definition is broad and 
encompasses natural, rural, urban and peri-urban areas. 

The information generated through the process of characterisation 
can be used as evidence to support the planning and design process. 
This approach is supported by the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF), which states that neighbourhood plans should develop robust 
and comprehensive policies based on an understanding and evaluation 
of its defining characteristics (DCLG, 2012).In doing so, policies can 
ensure that development responds to local character and history, and 
reflects the identity of local surroundings and materials, while not 
preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation.

Approach
The approach of this study follows well-established landscape character 
assessment techniques. The detailed desk study and fieldwork 
carried out to inform this assessment underpins the classification and 
description of character areas and broadly follows the process set out in 
the “Approach to Landscape Character Assessment” (Natural England, 
2014).This approach has been tailored to meet the specific needs of the 
neighbourhood planning process and draws on further best practice 
guidance including:

• Using Historic Landscape Characterisation (Historic England 2004);
• Character and identity Townscape and heritage appraisals in housing 

market renewal areas (Historic England and CABE 2008); and
• Understanding Place Historic Area Assessments: Principles and 

Practice (Historic England 2010).

Historic England, previously English Heritage has issued a number of 
guidance and best practice notes covering a range of issues in relation 
to the conservation and management of historic places and heritage 
assets all of which are available on the Historic England website 
(https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/). 

Parking control signage, Leame Close
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Consultation
The plan, vision and area based proposals included within the 
Newington and St Andrew’s Area Action Plan (2010) have formed the 
basis of previous consultation. Feedback following a community drop-
in session held at the Lonsdale Community Centre in February 2016 
identified key issues affecting specific areas within the neighbourhood 
plan boundary. Figure 01 represents the key issues or opportunities 
highlighted within four distinct zones.

A number of other methods of consultation have also been used. 
Questionnaires, mini online surveys, open meetings and suggestion 
boxes linked to display boards within the Lonsdale Community Centre 
have gathered initial findings and these have been divided into five 
distinct topic areas as set out below:

Figure 01: Key issues identified during a community drop-in session held in the Lonsdale Community Centre in February 2016
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright (2017)

Recreation and Open Space 

• Opportunity to redevelop the triangle formed by the junction of 
three railway lines (referred to herein as the railway triangle) as an 
eco-themed community space;

• Improve annual programme of events / activities within West Park; 

• Need to secure environmental improvements within the park in 
general, including site furniture and lighting; 

• Resolve the lack of facilities within the park; 

• Opportunity to renovate the derelict open air theatre and introduce 
a café / sports bar; 

• Address the lack of historical features or interpretation;

• Introduce improvements to Walton Street Car Park.

Culture and Community 

• Address the lack of community services and facilities; 

• Introduce measures to improve community integration; 

• Tackle the lack of a positive image and identity for the area; 

• Introduce local cultural activities and events, including youth clubs; 

• Develop community based educational initiatives;

• Propose improvements to green space access.
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Lonsdale Community Centre, Lonsdale Street

The Built Environment

• Address disrepair and dereliction of existing housing stock;

• Secure new uses and improvements to vacant properties including 
iconic buildings such as The Premiere Bar, The Carlton, West Park 
Hotel and the Carnegie Building;

• Introduce improvements to retail provision on the A1105 Anlaby 
Road;

• Conserve buildings of architectural and local interest.

The Local Economy

• Introduce pop-up retail premises as a measure to reduce the 
number of vacant shops on the A1105 Anlaby Road;

• Encourage inward investment;

• Explore the opportunity to create a community run Local Exchange 
Trading Scheme (LETS);

• Introduce a community bicycle shop or shops that promote healthy 
living.

Traffic and Parking

• Introduce improvements to under used car parks on Walton Street 
and Walliker Street;

• Rationalise crossing points and consider improved traffic 
management measures on the A1105 Anlaby Road;

• Address traffic congestion during match or event days at the KCOM 
stadium;

• Introduce connectivity improvements in order to address key 
transport bottlenecks;

• Explore the opportunity to introduce cycle lanes.

The key considerations outlined above have informed the preparation 
of this study.

2
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CONTEXT

Pedestrian route to the KCOM Stadium
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Context
This section of the report describes the location and context of the 
Newington area and summarises current planning policies which are 
relevant to the study.

Location
Newington is located near to where the River Hull meets the northern 
bank of the Humber Estuary. The mouth of the river and large tidal 
estuary forms the boundary separating East Yorkshire from Lincolnshire 
to the south (see Figure 02). For the purposes of this assessment 
the ‘study area’ is defined as the extent of the land contained within 
Newington Neighbourhood Plan (NP) boundary (see Figure 03).

The area, which is largely urban, comprises approximately 103 ha. It is 
bound by the corridor of the Yorkshire Coast railway line to the north 
and the Selby railway line to the south. Both the Yorkshire Coast and 
the Selby railway lines converge at the eastern extent of the study area 
which is also bound to the west by Anlaby Road rail junction. 

The A1105 Anlaby Road forms the primary route through the study area 
and dissects the area broadly north-south. This road is lined by largely 
commercial uses and forms one of the main routes leading to central 
Hull, approximately 1.2 km to the east. 

Both the Yorkshire Coast and the Selby Rail Lines converge at the 
eastern extent of the study area forming an isolated parcel of rough 
grassland which is also bound to the west by Anlaby Road Rail Junction. 
Walton Street Car Park occupies a rectilinear area at the junction of 
Spring Bank West and Walton Street. Formerly a park and ride facility 
providing bus services to the city centre, the land lies immediately 
adjacent West Park’s northern boundary.
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Figure 02: Location and context plan
© Getmapping plc © (2017) GeoEye © (2017) Intermap Earthstar Geographics SIO © (2017) Microsoft Corporation
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Planning Policy Context

National Planning Policy

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 2012

The NPPF requires local authorities to set out in their Local Plan 
a positive vision for the enhancement and enjoyment of heritage 
assets (DCLG, 2012). Part 12 Conserving and enhancing the historic 
environment clearly states that local authorities should recognise “the 
desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local 
character and distinctiveness” and should seek “opportunities to draw 
on the contribution made by the historic environment to the character 
of a place”.

Planning Practice Guidance, 2014

Planning Practice Guidance was reviewed, catalogued and published on 
the internet by the government in 2014 (DCLG, 2014). The section on 
design includes guidance on promoting landscape character (Paragraph: 
007Reference ID: 26-007-20140306). It states that “development should 
seek to promote character in townscape and landscape by responding 
to and reinforcing locally distinctive patterns of development” and that 
the “successful integration of new development with their surrounding 
context is an important design objective”.
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Figure 03: Newington NP  / study area boundary
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright (2017)
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Local Planning Policy

Hull Local Plan, 2000

Hull Local Plan was adopted in 2000 and the policies reviewed in 2007, 
with some deleted. There are a five saved policies of relevance, which 
are summarised below.

Policy BE1 specifies the criteria for acceptability of design. These include 
appropriate the ‘relationship to existing natural and urban features, 
public landmarks or views that contribute to the amenity of the area…’, 
the creation of ‘an identifiable sense of place…’, retention of ‘existing … 
greenspace, townscape or historic features...’, as well as ‘giving special 
treatment to corner, gateway or landmark sites…’.

Within new development, policy BE6 states that ‘a good standard of 
landscape will be required…’. It will need to ‘improve and soften the 
impact of buildings … [and] protect existing natural features, reflecting 
the character of the locality’.

In relation to heritage, policies BE21 and BE28 note that development in 
the vicinity of a Conservation Area and Listed Building respectively will 
not be allowed if it adversely affects their setting or detracts from the 
character.

Policy NE1 regards development within urban greenspace sized 0.25 
hectares and above and states that it will not be allowed where ‘a 
loss of sporting or recreational facilities, … adverse effect on nature 
conservation, ... loss of a link between other areas of urban greenspace, 
or … adverse effect on the amenity or character or an area and in 
particular the loss of an important view or sense of openness’ occurs.

West Park is identified within the Local Plan as a part of the Green 
Network across the city. Areas designated as Green Network are 
protected in Policy NE13, which says that ‘the Green Network … will be 
protected from development seriously adversely affecting its continuity 
and value. The improvement of the Green Network will be supported.’

Hull Local Plan 2016 to 2032, 2016

The new Hull Local Plan is currently being prepared in order to replace 
the existing Local Plan. It is currently at publication consultation stage, 
before being taken forward to examination in March 2017. Within the 
Local Plan, there are three policies of particular relevance to this study. 
These are: Policy 14 – Design, Policy 15 – Local Distinctiveness, and 
Policy 16 – Heritage considerations. 

This report is also informed by a number of other studies relevant to 
the local area as follows:

Newington & St Andrew’s Area Action Plan (AAP), 
2010

This suite of documents sets out a vision for the future of the area of 
Newington and St Andrew’s and provides a planning framework in the 
form of a design guide and an illustrative masterplan. The aim is for 
this document to be used along with the Newington NP to guide the 
development of the area in the future. Proposals outlined within the 
action plan include residential frontage improvement, residential and 
mixed use development, and improved community facilities.

Retail / commercial premises integrated within a residential setting, Arthur Street
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Geology and Soils
The underlying geology of an area is often largely hidden from view 
but has a strong influence on its character, having been shaped over 
by natural processes including erosion and sedimentation over millions 
of years. These process help to define the landform, soils, vegetation, 
drainage and building materials which are common in an area. 

The geology of the study area is characterised by clay, silt and sand 
alluvium. These deposits form the northern banks of the River Humber, 
stretching westwards from the estuary towards the town of Hessle. 
Within the boundary of the study area, this alluvium also coincides 
with the Burnham Chalk Formation. This bedrock geology adjoins the 
Flamborough Chalk Formation which comprises much of Holderness 
and the east coast.

The distribution of soil largely corresponds with the pattern of 
underlying geology. Soils comprising the northern banks of the River 
Humber and study area itself are classified as loamy and clayey. These 
soils are characteristic of coastal flats with naturally high groundwater. 
This availability of water coupled with the drainage characteristics of 
the area results in a highly productive soil quality, although the majority 
of the land is covered by dense urban development.  Soils forming the 
Holderness coastline to the north-east of Hull are characterised by their 
slight acidity as a consequence of impeded drainage. 
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Figure 04: Topography plan
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright (2017)
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Cultural Associations
The KCOM stadium, which is encompassed within the boundary of West 
Park, hosts rugby and football matches throughout the year and is also 
used as a venue for concerts. The KCOM Stadium forms the home of 
association football club Hull City A.F.C (established 1904) and rugby 
league football club Hull F.C (established 1865). 

Hull Fair is hosted annually in October at the Walton Street Car 
Park at the northern extent of the study area. The event forms of 
Europe’s largest travelling funfairs and incorporates a range of rides 
and attractions. Dating from 1278, the fair has been associated with 
Newington for over 700 years. Hull has also been chosen as the UK City 
of Culture 2017 and various events are scheduled to take place within 
Newington to recognise this.

Landscape Designations
Statutory and non-statutory landscape designations have been 
reviewed to determine the levels of protection currently given to the 
landscape within the study area. There are no landscape designations 
within the study area which are of national importance. However, 
there are a number of areas designated as Green Network within 
the Hull Local Plan (both saved and new versions – 2007 and 2016 
respectively). These include an area of amenity green space between 
St George’s Road and Walliker Street; West Park; the railway triangle; 
and a community synthetic turf pitch to the north of the KCOM 
stadium. Within the Local Plans, these areas are protected insofar as 
development which adversely affects the continuity and value of these 
spaces will not be permitted. The policies do not, however, preclude 
development within the Green Network.

Topography and Hydrology
Within the study area, the topography is flat and low-lying, generally 
between 1-4m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) (see Figure 04). There 
are occasional high and low points, the highest being associated with 
the manmade embankments leading to the pedestrian footbridges 
across the Yorkshire Coast railway line. The lowest point is at 0m AOD 
to the northern end of the Walton Street Car Park as well as to the far 
east of the study area within the ‘railway triangle’. The relatively flat 
topography means that taller elements, such as the flyover forming the 
A1105 Anlaby Road, are prominent.

There are very few hydrological features within the study area and 
no flowing watercourses. The lido on Albert Avenue is now used as a 
training venue for Kingston Kayak club and the paddling pool in the play 
area at West Park are man-made examples. 

View from West Park looking towards Walton Street
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18
88

The central drive 
of West Park and 
the area around 
the lake is lit by gas 
lamps.

18
42

Newington Villa 
(later known as 
Newington Hall) 
is constructed for 
James Hodgson 
(bacon merchant). 
The house had 
large grounds 
with coach house, 
stables and a 
cottage

18
58

James Beeton 
(basket maker) 
purchased land in 
the Wold Carr area 
of Hull, he built 
his house called 
Willow Glen on 
Walton Street grew 
willows for his 
business. This area 
was predominantly 
undeveloped and 
undrained. He 
developed the 
area for streets 
and housing 
and the area 
becomes known as 
Beetonville.

18
61

Plans for a 
recreation ground 
and public park 
discussed for the 
area north of 
Anlaby Road

18
63

The York & 
North Midland 
Railway Victoria 
Dock Branch line 
(which runs along 
the northern 
boundary of the 
Neighbourhood 
Plan Area) is 
opened.

18
70

St. Georges Road 
laid out with trees 
lining the street 
and terraced 
housing built from 
buff and red brick

18
74

The toll bar on 
Anlaby Road, 
known as Wold 
Carr Toll Bar, was 
removed in 1874 
following years 
of complaints 
as it prevented 
movement 
between the town 
centre and the 
suburbs in the 
west.

18
77

First tram route set 
up along Anlaby 
Road and was 
served by The Hull 
Street Tramway 
Company.

18
79

Sandringham 
Street is 
completed, this 
higher quality 
street is tree-lined, 
the properties 
have front and 
rear gardens and 
ground floor bay 
windows.

18
82

Walliker Street, 
named after 
the post master 
Samuel Walliker, 
is laid out and 
partially completed 
with terraced 
housing of buff 
brick, ground floor 
bay windows and 
cast iron railings.

18
83

The boundary of 
Hull is extended 
to include the 
Newington area.

18
85

A 50 acre site is 
purchased from 
the North Eastern 
Railway Company 
for £1,400 per acre 
by Hull Council. 
32 acres used as 
a public park and 
18 acres for fairs 
and shows with 4 
acres of grassland 
set aside for 
games and sports 
provision. Site is 
levelled and new 
drains installed. 

18
89

Greenhouses 
erected within 
West Park to 
cultivate plants 
and drinking 
fountains installed 
to the south of the 
lake.

18
92

Newington 
Presbyterian 
Church is 
constructed on 
the corner of 
Anlaby Road and 
Lonsdale Street, it 
was designed by 
architect William 
Alfred Gelder and 
a Sunday School 
was constructed to 
the rear.

18
93

A new marble and 
stone fountain is 
purchased from 
Hymers College 
and placed 
along the central 
carriage drive and 
a bowling green 
is built on the 
eastern boundary 
of West Park 
beside the cricket 
pitch.

18
96

The conservatories 
within West Park 
are opened to 
the public and 
the bandstand 
replaced. A 
drinking fountain 
is donated, located 
near the park 
entrance and 
known as Billaney 
Memorial drinking 
fountain.

12

Glencoe Street (1905)

Granville Street (1904)
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18
99

Ornate iron gates 
on brick pillars and 
stone detailing and 
iron railings are 
installed around 
West Park by 
Thomas Brawn & 
Co.

19
05

The Carnegie 
Library is 
constructed, the 
architect was 
Joseph Hirst and 
it was funded by 
Andrew Carnegie.

19
06 Anlaby Road 

Football Ground 
opened.

19
08

The Albert Avenue 
Baths were 
constructed on the 
former Newington 
Water Company 
waterworks site.

Newington Hall 
is demolished. 
Stirling Street is 
constructed and 
contains red brick 
terraced houses.

19
13

New branch of 
William Jackson’s 
(local businessman 
who owned 
a number of 
grocers and tea 
dealerships) opens 
on the corner 
of Sandringham 
Street and Anlaby 
Road.
19

14

Fire at Anlaby 
Road Football 
Ground results in 
the destruction of 
main stand.

19
25

The Hull Savings 
Bank is constructed 
on the corner of 
Anlaby Road and 
St. Georges Road in 
a classical style by 
John Bilson.

19
40

The ornate iron 
gates and railings 
around West Park 
are removed.

Parts of Anlaby 
Road are damaged 
during enemy air 
raids during the 
Second World War. 
Part of Newington 
Villas on Anlaby 
Street (which 
stretch between 
Walliker Street and 
Granville Street) 
are demolished 
due to bomb 
damage. Anlaby 
Road Football 
Ground is damaged 
during the Blitz of 
Hull.

19
46

Hull City football 
team move from 
Anlaby Road to 
Boothferry Park.

19
57

The lake within 
West Park is 
converted into a 
children’s play and 
paddling pool area.

19
59

A new bowling 
pavilion is 
constructed in 
West Park.

19
65

Anlaby Road 
Football Ground 
are demolished 
to make way for 
a new rail track 
link known as 
the Anlaby Road 
Junction, this track 
now curves around 
the eastern side of 
the KCOM Stadium 
and replaced 
a previous rail 
track connection 
and three level 
crossings. 

The railings 
around West Park 
are removed to 
make way for the 
construction of the 
flyover.

19
87 Cricket pavilion 

declared unsafe 
and is demolished.

20
01 The Circle 

Cricket Ground is 
demolished.

20
02

The KCOM Stadium 
is constructed 
and replaces the 
Old Anlaby Road 
football ground 
and cricket ground.

20
10

The entrance 
to West Park 
is refurbished 
including the 
installation of 
illuminated corten 
steel pillars, 
decorative steel 
fencing and 
lighting columns.

12
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Walton Street (1980)

Walliker Street (1904)

Plane Street (1905)
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View looking south-east along Sandringham Street (1904) View looking south-east along Sandringham Street (2017)

Sandringham Street was developed as a tree lined street in the 1870s. Comprised of both front and rear gardens, the character of the built form contrasted with the densely settled streets to the immediate east.

View looking south along Albert Avenue (2017)
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View looking south along Albert Avenue (1902)
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Decorative porch detailing
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Existing Character Assessments
Existing character assessments have been reviewed to provide some 
context to this more detailed assessment. The study area falls within 
National Character Area (NCA) 41: Humber Estuary, as defined by 
Natural England (Natural England, 2013). This NCA is broad but provides 
some context to the character of the study area. The key characteristics 
of this area are:

• Expansive, flat, low-lying estuarine landscape dominated by the 
open water of the Humber, with an ever-changing character due to 
the weather and tides. 

• Underlying bedrock of Cretaceous Chalk exposed as cliffs where the 
estuary cuts through between the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Wolds. 

• A predominantly reclaimed, formerly inter-tidal landscape with 
high-quality soils giving rise to productive arable farming, within 
large rectilinear fields with boundaries formed by dykes, drains and 
embankments, and with very little tree cover. 

• Large, dispersed farmsteads and small villages on higher land are 
set within a quiet rural landscape. 

• Internationally important estuarine, intertidal and coastal habitats, 
influenced by the constant processes of accretion and deposition 
forming mudflats, salt marsh, saline lagoons, sand flats and sand 
dunes, which support large numbers of breeding and overwintering 
birds, grey seals and lampreys. 

• The unique peninsula of Spurn Point, with its mudflats and sand 
dunes constantly responding to dynamic coastal processes, provides 
birdwatching of international interest within a wild and remote 
landscape. 

• Big skies and open views over the estuary, mudflats and salt 
marshes, where flood embankments allow, with views of extensive 
industrial installations especially on the south bank. 

• Quiet rural areas and the estuary itself contrast distinctly with urban 
and industrial influences around Hull and around the major ports, 
especially on the south bank. 

Evidence of recent regeneration initiatives to re-introduce boundary treatments to residential properties

18
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Hull Draft Character Study, 2010

In 2010, phase one of the Hull Draft Character Study was produced by 
Hull City Council as part of the evidence base for the Hull Development 
Framework. The study identified 58 character areas within 19 
townscape types. The document aimed to distinguish townscape types 
based on land use and the age of development. Recurring factors which 
contribute to the distinct character of the city are also highlighted. 

Phase two of the study was due to consider these character areas 
in more detail, but has not been published as of February 2017. Of 
relevance to the study area are the character areas 5B: Pre World War 
1 Terraces (1800-1919) – Newington and 5C: Pre World War 1 Terraces 
(1800-1919) – Albert Avenue. These two areas are divided by Anlaby 
Road – with 5B to the south and 5C to the north (see Figure 05). The 
boundaries of these character areas have informed the development 
and identification of refined Townsacpe Character Areas (TCAs) within 
this study.
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Figure 05: Character Areas as defined within the Hull Draft Character Study, 2010
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Character Area Profiles
The results of the desk study and fieldwork have been analysed and six 
distinct TCAs have been identified, as shown in Figure 06. These have 
been informed by the following:

• Historical development - including street pattern, land use, 
conservation areas and heritage assets;

• Movement - including physical boundaries such as railway lines, 
roads, rivers and gateways, nodes and linkages;

• Urban structure and built development - including density and 
building height, enclosure, architectural style and detailing;

• Land use and levels of activity;
• Green space and public realm - including those with planning policy 

and statutory protection, and how this relates to buildings and 
spaces; and

• Views and their contribution to an understanding of character, 
including the identification of landmarks.

Key characteristics have been defined for each area. Natural England 
defines key characteristics as “those combinations of elements which 
help to give an area its distinctive sense of place” that would result 
in significant consequences for the current character if they were 
changed or lost. As a result, they form important evidence to support 
the development of planning and management policies and a reference 
point against which to monitor change.
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Figure 06: TCA location plan
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TCA 01: West Park and KCOM Stadium

Key Characteristics:

The key characteristics of TCA 01: West Park and KCOM Stadium are as 
follows:

• Views towards the city centre from locally elevated vantage points 
including pedestrian footbridges and the elevated land within the 
railway triangle;

• The massive structure of the KCOM stadium forms a prominent local 
landmark and has a wide influence on the setting of West Park;

• Parkland at West Park and vacant hardstanding at Walton Street Car 
park results in a high degree of openness which contrasts with the 
surrounding dense built form;

• Built form typically occupies large footprints and provides a range of 
recreational facilities;

• Distinct built edge to the west formed by the alignment of Walton 
Street;

• Restricted or very limited access to railway triangle land, 
characterised by two pedestrian footbridges above the railway 
corridors;

• Auditory influence of linear rail and road alignments which border 
the TCA. These infrastructure corridors also form barriers to 
pedestrian movement in places.

As set out above, the character of the landscape is the result of the 
action and interaction of a range of natural and / or human factors. 
These are considered in turn below:

Figure 07: TCA 01: West Park and KCOM Stadium
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Topography and hydrology

The low lying landform within West Park forms a localised low point. 
The central section of Walton Street Car Park and car parking provision 
associated with the KCOM Stadium also lie at a maximum of 2m AOD. 
Overall, the flat topography combined with the parkland land use and 
expanse of hardstanding to the north creates an open character. Land 
forming the railway triangle is slightly elevated and intersects both 
the 4m and 6m contour lines. However, the engineered embankments 
leading to the pedestrian footbridges which cross the network of rail 
lines form locally elevated vantage points.

Movement and Connectivity

Roads associated with the KCOM stadium via the A1105 Anlaby Road 
form circuitous routes around the stadium’s perimeter. An access route 
off Walton Street also provides access to West Park and the Airco Arena, 
with parking available on the main drive. The ‘railway triangle’ forms an 
isolated parcel of land at the eastern extent of the TCA. This land use is 
bordered on all three sides by railway lines on elevated embankments 
and is restricted to pedestrian movement only. To the north, the 
Walton Street Car Park forms a prominent feature with the eastern 
boundary formed by the well vegetated Yorkshire Coast railway line. On 
match and event days these car parks are full and a centre of activity. 
However, the majority of the time they are empty, featureless expanses 
of hardstanding which limit movement from east to west. West Park 
accommodates a pedestrian route on a north-south axis, linking the 
park’s entrance on the A1105 Anlaby Road with the Airco Arena.

Land Use

Land use is dominated by West Park, which accommodates the KCOM 
stadium and its associated infrastructure. West Park provides a number 
of recreational facilities such as bowling greens, an open air theatre, 
model railway, aviary and children’s playground. The Airco Arena sport 
centre is also located within the boundary of West Park and is accessed 
via Walton Street. 

In addition, the ‘railway triangle’ forms an isolated pocket of brownfield 
land at the eastern extent of the study area. Walton Street Car Park 
provides a parcel of hardstanding, although the vegetated corridor of 
the Yorkshire Coast railway line constrains the extent of this land use 
to the east. The site currently hosts the annual Hull Fair every October.  
However, the site is largely unused throughout much of the year. 
 

Urban Structure and Built Form

Urban structure is strongly defined by West Park, which creates a 
distinct break in the otherwise dense urban development characterising 
the wider study area. The KCOM stadium and associated car parking is 
set within this parkland landscape and is therefore very prominent. The 
grain of development is coarse and the majority of the buildings and 
structures are large scale and modern in design and appearance. 

The KCOM Stadium forms an asymmetrical bowl of mainly steel 
construction whereas the Airco Arena forms a large scale building of 
metal construction, incorporating a sinuous roof line. West Park also 

incorporates multi-use all weather pitches and a children’s playground. 
Other buildings include the West Park Childcare Centre which is a single 
storey modern metal clad structure constructed beside the KCOM 
stadium. However, the wildlife aviary is of brick construction and bound 
by palisade fencing. Overall, the TCA has a low density of development 
and is predominantly an open area providing leisure facilities within a 
parkland setting.

Use of illuminated COR-TEN steel structures to define key pedestrian routesRecreational facilities within West ParkLand forming the ‘railway triangle’
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Heritage Assets
West Park was opened in 1885 and originally incorporated tree-lined 
footpaths, a central avenue and perimeter footpaths which still exist 
today. The park also comprised ornamental planting, a boating lake, a 
bandstand to the north-east corner as well as refreshment rooms and 
pavilions. However, the majority of these features have been removed 
and replaced with modern playgrounds and leisure facilities. Although 
the park still retains trees, the number has reduced over time. The 
layout of the park has been modified with the addition of two wide 
paths which were constructed on an axis to connect the park’s main 
entrance on the A1105 Anlaby Road with the KCOM stadium. 

Alongside the modern buildings, there are still historic elements 
within the park which contribute positively to its historic character. 
These features include the original footpath layout, the 1920’s bowling 
pavilion along the Walton Street frontage and the 1930’s bandstand 
(now referred to as the “open air theatre”). Part of the rockery from 
the boating lake also still remains around the playground to the north 
of the park. Previously the site of the KCOM stadium was home to the 
Circle Cricket Ground and the Anlaby Road Football Ground and bowling 
greens. The football ground was demolished in 1965 to make way for 
a replacement rail track whereas the cricket ground was demolished in 
2001 to accommodate the KCOM Stadium. 

Designated Heritage Assets

There are no listed buildings, scheduled monuments or conservation 
areas located within this TCA.

Non-designated heritage assets 

Although there are buildings of historic interest within the park, none of 
these buildings are included within the local list maintained by Hull City 
Council.

Railings forming the boundary of the ‘open-air theatre’ and model railway

Heritage Assets

West Park was opened in 1885 and originally incorporated tree-lined 
footpaths, a central avenue and perimeter footpaths which still exist 
today. The park also comprised ornamental planting, a boating lake, a 
bandstand to the north-east corner as well as refreshment rooms and 
pavilions. However, the majority of these features have been removed 
and replaced with modern playgrounds and leisure facilities. Although 
the park still retains trees, the number has reduced over time. The 
layout of the park has been modified with the addition of two wide 
paths which were constructed on an axis to connect the park’s main 
entrance on the A1105 Anlaby Road with the KCOM stadium. 

Alongside the modern buildings, there are still historic elements 
within the park which contribute positively to its historic character. 
These features include the original footpath layout, the 1920’s bowling 
pavilion along the Walton Street frontage and the 1930’s bandstand 
(now referred to as the “open air theatre”). Part of the rockery from 
the boating lake also still remains around the playground to the north 
of the park. Previously the site of the KCOM stadium was home to the 
Circle Cricket Ground and the Anlaby Road Football Ground and bowling 
greens. The football ground was demolished in 1965 to make way for 
a replacement rail track whereas the cricket ground was demolished in 
2001 to accommodate the KCOM Stadium. 

Designated Heritage Assets
Despite the Victorian origins of West Park, there are no listed buildings, 
scheduled monuments or conservation areas located within this TCA.

Non-designated heritage assets 
Although there are buildings of historic interest within the park, none of 
these buildings are included within the local list maintained by Hull City 
Council. Built form associated with the open-air theatre as well as the 
bowling pavilions provide links to the history of the park.
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Greenspace and Public Realm

West Park features a children’s playground, aviary, bowling greens, 
model railway and a paddling pool. Land to the immediate north-west 
of the KCOM stadium and bound to the north by the Yorkshire Coast 
railway line is also includes football pitches. However, recent changes 
to the park in the past has resulted in the loss of many of its historical 
features. Some of these features have also been replaced by lower 
quality materials.

The setting of West Park results in a relatively high degree of openness 
where blocks of trees enhance the parkland character. A recently 
completed area of public realm accessed directly from A1105 Anlaby 
Road forms the main entrance to the park. This area appears to be 
a recently implemented area of public realm, incorporating hard 
surfacing, street furniture and illuminated steel public art structures. 
Similar structures also line the two path axes linking this area to the 
KCOM stadium, creating some unity across the area.

Views

The generally flat topography precludes far-reaching views although 
the large areas of open space allow views across the parkland where 
tree groups form a visual backdrop. Although beyond the limit of the 
study area, the Hull Royal Infirmary, including its chimney stack which 
forms a vertical feature on the skyline are visible to the east and south-
east. This built form and adjacent car parking is especially prominent 
from the locally elevated vantage points of the pedestrian footbridges 
crossing the Yorkshire Coast railway line. The railway triangle itself 
forms a visually important area, forming a gateway to visitors to the 
KCOM Stadium. This location also affords views towards the city centre 
with St Matthew with St Barnabas Church also forming a prominent 
visual backdrop in views to the south.

Positive aspects of character

T There are a number of positive aspects of character which should 
be sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate to the role of the 
large areas of formal parkland and its function within a densely urban 
context. The key positive attributes of the TCA are listed below:

• Survival of several historic features within the boundary of West 
Park, including the original footpath layout, open-air theatre, the 
1920’s bowling pavilion and the bowling greens along the Walton 
Street frontage;

• Large provision of public open space which contributes greatly to 
local green infrastructure and contrasts with the high density of 
neighbouring residential development;

• Significant area of high quality public realm provided by the main 
entrance to West Park from the A1105 Anlaby Road;

• Strong framework of mature vegetation which creates a series of 
discrete parcels with contrasting openness and enclosure;

• Availability of views towards the city centre from the locally 
evelated vantage points of the pedestrian footbridges and railway 
triangle itself;

• Extent of openness characteristic of the railway triangle.

Issues to be addressed

The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to the quality and provision of public open space. Key issues are 
highlighted below:

• Degradation and loss of historic features from West Park;
• The largely vacant site of Walton Street Car Park which forms a 

detracting feature;
• Lack of recognition of heritage assets despite the Victorian origins of 

West Park;
• Limited range of activities within West Park resulting in some areas 

appearing underused;
• Signage and interpretation is largely centred on the KCOM stadium;
• Loss of original boundary railings forming the perimeter of the 

park. The existing railings are unsympathetic and do not reflect the 
historic origins of the site;

• Presence of vehicles along the main drive poses a potential conflict 
with pedestrian movement;

• Lack of active management of the land within the railway triangle;
• Poor pedestrian permeability from Walton Street due to the nature 

of the intact boundary treatment.

Sensitivity to change

There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to 
change. These relate to the character of the open landscape and 
recreational assets, as outlined below:

• The sense of openness provided by the formal parkland of West 
Park;

• The open character of the transitional landscape forming the railway 
triangle;

• The strong cultural and historical association of the Walton Street 
Car Park site, despite its current condition;

• Survival of mature trees within the parkland setting of West Park.

Walton Street Car Park
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The local landmark of KCOM stadium 
and its wider setting within West Park

Parkland at West Park results in a high degree of 
openness

Built form typically occupies large 
footprints

TCA 01: West Park and KCOM Stadium: key features of the landscape setting
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TCA 02: Walton Street Residential Fringe

Key Characteristics:

• Low-lying topography;

• Predominantly residential land use with some commercial and retail 
premises on Walton Street;

• Common cul-de-sac street pattern dating from the late 20th 
century;

• Walton Street provides a key route through the area, resulting in 
relatively high levels of traffic and pedestrian activity;

• Public open space limited to Pulman Street Community Green and 
localised pockets of incidental space;

• Limited architectural detailing results in a degree of monotony to 
the architecture and streetscape.
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Figure 08: TCA 02: Walton Street Residential Fringe
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Topography and hydrology

The topography is largely consistent varying between 2 and 4m AOD. 
However, the car parking at New Walton Club forms a localised low 
point located at a maximum of 2m AOD.

Movement and Connectivity

Walton Street provides direct connections between the A1105 Anlaby 
Road and Spring Bank West, which forms the northern limit of the TCA. 
This route forms a secondary node within the wider study area and 
provides access to a network of cul-de-sacs which contrast markedly 
with the grid of streets in the adjacent TCA to the west. Pedestrian 
connectivity is promoted through the number of paths and “ginnels” 
which provide access to both Albert Avenue and Walton Street. 
Accessed via Spring Bank West, Pulman Street forms a no-through road 
with limited connectivity to the southern part of the TCA.

Land Use

Land use is predominantly residential. Walton Street incorporates the 
Park View public house, the George public house at the junction of 
Spring Park West as well as the New Walton Club. The Jubilee House 
and Church Hall and Lonsdale Community Café form local community 
facilities within the boundary of this TCA.

Urban Structure and Built Form

The predominant building types are single or two storey houses dating 
from the latter half of the twentieth century. Built form is generally 
arranged in a more organic pattern which contrasts with the rigid grid 
pattern of TCAs 3, 4 and 5. Both Pulman Street and Lowther Street 
dissect the residential area and provide links to the cul-de-sacs which 
exhibits some principles of the Radburn housing layout, which was 
common at the time the area was developed.

Properties are generally simple in form with private front gardens 
facing onto cul-de-sacs. The building line is therefore set-back behind 
these front gardens with close boarded fence boundary treatments 
addressing the street frontage in places. The buildings generally have 
minimal architectural detailing and a lack of individual modifications to 
properties creates a strong uniformity of character. However, the design 
detail palette is very basic which can result in a sense of monotony. 

Post–war, semi-detached, brick built bungalows with tiled roofs 
and chimneys characterise much of the frontage to Walton Street, 
with direct views onto West Park. The lower density nature of this 

development contrasts with the compact form of terraces in adjacent 
TCAs. However, the building line on this route is interrupted at the 
northern extent of the TCA by the car park of New Walton Club which 
is set back from the rest of the street. The footprint of Walton Street 
Leisure Centre is also set back from the road and its associated sports 
pitches offer a break in the density of the surrounding built form.

Heritage Assets

Walton Street, which was the first street within the study area to be 
developed, has experienced a large degree of change since the area was 
first laid out in the mid-19th Century. It was originally the marker for the 
boundary of Hull and consisted of wet marshy land. The first properties 
were built by James Beeton who was a basket maker. He developed this 
area and gave it the name of Beetonville. Along with his own property 
off Walton Street, Willow Green, he built an estate containing rows 
of terraced houses in the 1860s. These properties gradually fell into 
disrepair and many were demolished to make way for modern housing 
estates in the 1960s and 1970s, which overwrote some of the original 
street and block patterns.

Designated Heritage Assets
There are no Listed Buildings or Scheduled Monuments within this 
character area and there is no Conservation Area designation.

Non-designated Heritage Assets
There are no buildings included on the Local List which are located 
within this character area.

Pedestrian routes between residential streets
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Greenspace and Public Realm

The Pulman Street Community Green, which incorporates play facilities 
and a climbing rock, is the only formal recreational space with the 
TCA. Additional greenspace is predominantly incidental, characterised 
by grass verges. In general, a simple palette of materials is used in 
the public realm and maintenance appears to be limited. Asphalt is 
used almost exclusively for hard surfacing with concrete block paving 
delineating the layout of cul-de-sacs. As a result, there is a lack of 
hierarchy between routes and gateways. Signage relating to parking 
controls associated with the KCOM Stadium is common within the 
public realm.

Views

Views from within the TCA are generally short due to the dense nature 
of the built form and cul-de-sac road layout. This reduces legibility as 
the majority of buildings are similar in style and appearance. On street 
parking further constrains views in parts of the TCA. Although not 
entirely contained within this TCA, Albert Avenue Pools forms a valuable 
orientation point along Lowther Street. The relatively flat topography 
combined with the density of development limits long distance views 
outside the TCA.

Positive aspects of character

There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate to the provision of 
public open space, including:

• Planned public open space at Pulman Street Community Green, 
which is in contrast to the dense residential development which 
surrounds it;

• Wider setting affording views towards West Park from residential 
properties forming the frontage to Walton Street.

Signage at Pulman Street Community Green Parking areas to the rear of residential areas

Close boarded timber fencing which borders pavements
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Issues to be Addressed

The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to loss of historic street pattern and the poor physical 
connection between this TCA and West Park:

• Lack of permeability and legibility within cul-de-sacs;
• Walton Street forms a busy secondary route within the wider study 

area which creates a physical barrier reducing permeability towards 
West Park from the west;

• Congestion on Walton Street, primarily centred on its junction with 
the A1105 Anlaby Road;

• Façades which do not address the street frontage;
• Limited function of bland, incidental open space;
• Proliferation of parking control signage which contributes to street 

clutter.

Sensitivity to Change

There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to 
change. These relate to setting of the built form and the contribution 
this makes to the TCA, as outlined below:

• Green space, particularly Pulman Street Community Green,  which 
creates openness, texture and colour within the densely developed 
residential context;

• Views into areas of West Park from residential properties along 
Walton Street. Incidental space with no obvious use

Properties fronting Walton Street Cul-de-sac with a network of pedestrian routes
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Limited architectural detailing

Common cul-de-sac street pattern comprising 
late 20th century built form

Predominantly residential land 
use

TCA 02: Walton Street Residential Fringe: key features of the landscape setting

Late twentieth century building types with a 
uniformity of character
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Public car park adjacent Lonsdale Community Cafe
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TCA 03: Residential Land North of A1105 
Anlaby Road

Key Characteristics:

• Low-lying landform with a lack of vantage points;

• Grid-like street pattern with long rows of residential terraces;

• High building density with limited public open space;

• Consistent architectural style and details provide a strong sense of 
unity with some original detailing to façades still intact;

• Consistent boundary treatments to residential properties along De 
La Pole Avenue and Alliance Avenue;

• Dominance of cars within the streetscape with a proliferation of 
traffic calming measures;

• Distinctly quieter residential streets which contrast with the busy 
road corridor of the A1105 Anlaby Road.

Figure 09: TCA 03: Residential Land North of the A1105 Anlaby Road
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Topography and Hydrology

The relatively flat lowland generally lies at an elevation of between 
2-4m AOD, although Albert Avenue and Lowther Street lie at a 
maximum of 2m AOD and incorporates land south of Coultas Crescent 
and the car park footprint at Albert Avenue Pools. A broadly linear 
extent of land use forming the corridor of Alliance Avenue also lies at 
this relatively low elevation.

Movement and Connectivity

The long straight roads of Alliance Avenue, De La Pole Avenue and 
Albert Avenue, which run broadly perpendicular to the primary route 
of the A1105 Anlaby Road, have a strong influence on the structure 
of this area. These routes form direct connections linking this largely 
retail and commercial corridor with Spring Bank West, which forms the 
northern boundary of the TCA. With the exception of Lowther Street 
and Curzon Street, the street pattern of Albert Avenue incorporates 
a network of small roads forming no-through routes. Traffic calming 
measures comprising speed humps characterise De La Pole and Alliance 
Avenue. Designated on-street parking results in an enhanced sense of 
permeability in places. There are no cycle routes within the area.

Land Use

Residential land use characterises both Alliance Avenue and De La Pole 
Avenue. However, the housing on Albert Avenue is interspersed with 
small retail units. Kingston Kayak Club address has its base within the 
Albert Avenue Pools. Located on Paisley Street, Paisley Primary School 
is bound to the north, east and west by residential development. 
However, the southern extent of Paisley Street abuts the sports pitches 
associated with Walton Street Leisure Centre.

Urban Structure and Built Form

Housing comprises a mixture of styles typical of the late Victorian 
through to post-war era, where the long rows of terraces and the 
unified linear layout provide a distinct unbroken roof line. 

The TCA is characterised by high density development with a fine urban 
grain and comprises mostly two storey terraced houses along Albert 
Avenue, De La Pole Avenue, Alliance Avenue as well as a section of 
Lonsdale Street. All of these streets run in a northerly direction from 
the A1105 Anlaby Road. Physical linkages between some of these routes 
are provided by Curzon Street and Carew which run broadly east-west 
within the TCA. No through roads include Acland Street, Rosebery 
Street, Pitt Street, Chatham Street, Endsleigh Street, Cobden Street, 
Brougham Street and Astley Street. 

Short terraces arranged perpendicular to the main street with only 
pedestrian access form a feature of this TCA. This street pattern is 
termed ‘court’ housing and is evident by properties accessed via De 
La Pole Avenue. The Hull Draft Character Study (2010) describes this 
residential layout as unique to Hull and contributes to the distinct 
character of the city. The density of buildings in streets such as Chatham 
Street and Astley Street, which are good examples of this type of 
development, is very high and most properties have a small rear yard at 
most to the rear. 

Residential properties are predominantly constructed from red brick 
with bay windows common to the ground floor level. The facades of 
some buildings have been rendered and painted. Residential properties 
lining both De La Pole Avenue and Alliance Avenue are set back slightly 
from the street behind small front gardens. These areas are defined by a 
largely consistent boundary treatment comprised of dwarf brick walling 
topped with black railings, contributing a sense of continuity. The 
properties to the southern and northern end of these streets are built 
of red brick and those located in the central section are constructed 
from buff brick. De La Pole Avenue and Alliance Avenue were developed 
later than Albert Avenue in the 1880s. Albert Avenue itself exhibits a 
number of architectural styles with modern development largely failing 
to reflect the prevailing character. The properties on these streets 
appear to run in a continuous line between Anlaby Road and Spring 
Bank West. Properties have a variety of single and two storey bay 
windows, arched decorative lintels above the doors and contrasting 
brick detailing. 

Retention of arched decorative lintels in places Localised area of sandstone flag paving on roads running perpendicular to Albert 
Avenue
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Heritage Assets

Although the long streets of Albert Avenue, De La Pole Avenue and 
Alliance Avenue contain standard two storey terraced properties, these 
streets developed in stages and contain blocks of properties which 
display varied detailing.  Albert Avenue also has a sparse character as a 
result of the streets which lead from it and as such the different stages 
of housing development is clearly noticeable. 

Lonsdale Street stretches north from A1105 Anlaby Road and was first 
developed in the late 1880s with the properties being designed by the 
architect Thomas Beecroft Atkinson. Lonsdale Community Centre was 
constructed in 1911 as the Sunday School to Newington Presbyterian 
Church which fronted on to the A1105 Anlaby Road. The building’s 
local history coupled with its present day usage as a community facility 
dictates that it may benefit from inclusion within a local listing.

Designated Heritage Assets

There are no Listed Buildings or Scheduled Monuments located within 
this TCA and there are no conservation area designations.

Non-designated Heritage Assets - Locally Listed Buildings

Former Cottage Baths, Albert Avenue
This is considered to be a good example of a domestic scale bath 
house built in 1925 to accommodate slipper baths (individual baths 
shaped somewhat like a slipper) and is locally listed. The swimming 
pool is located to the rear of the building and is still used as an outside 
swimming pool. The building was opened in the 1920s, and at this time 
not all houses in the area had bathrooms, so the slipper baths were 
an important local amenity, providing a ‘real bath’ for many people. 
Separate Classical style entrances were provided for men and ladies, 
each with an inscribed segmental tympanum above: “MENS SLIPPER 
BATHS” and “LADIES SLIPPER BATHS”. The façade also bears an armorial 
stone band inscribed “COTTAGE BATHS”. It is considered to be a rare 
building type associated with the social history of bathing.

Court type housing characteristic of Hull
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Greenspace and Public Realm

Whilst public green space is very limited, small private front gardens 
which characterise the streets in this TCA make a positive contribution 
to the quality of the public realm. Where greenspace exists, this is 
mostly private or not publically accessible, such as at Paisley Primary 
School. Albert Avenue is strengthened by mature street trees which 
enhances the well-vegetated character of the street. This network of 
street trees help to integrate and soften the visual impact of on-street 
parking within the streetscape. Variations in the public realm materials 
used along Albert Avenue defines a clear hierarchy of uses. However, 
the hard landscape treatment of both De La Pole Avenue and Alliance 
Avenue are restricted to asphalt. The predominant use of this material 
within the streetscape limits the legibility and the hierarchy between 
gateways, routes and public and private areas. Parking control signage 
also forms a feature of the streetscape.

Views

Due to the density of the built form within this TCA, views between 
buildings are extremely limited. However, the longer streets such as 
Albert Avenue allow some framed views through the area, occasionally 
framed by mature trees. However, views are generally restricted to 
along streets and the wider area is not visible. This reduces legibility to 
the east and west.

Degraded public realm on Albert Avenue Albert Avenue Pools, set-back from Albert Avenue 
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Positive aspects of character

There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate to the form and density 
of buildings, including:

• Residential development maintains historic grid pattern of terraces 
with common property proportions;

• Survival of architectural detailing within residential properties 
resulting in a strong identity;

• Retention of locally listed heritage asset on Albert Avenue;
• Commonality of the materials palette used in public realm 

improvements;
• Survival of original hard landscaping materials in places, including 

cobbles and sandstone flags.

Issues to be addressed

The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to the incremental loss of architectural detailing and the quality 
of public open space, as outlined below:

• Poor maintenance of some buildings which detracts from the quality 
of the built form;

• Incremental loss of architectural detailing including inconsistent 
alterations of individual residential properties;

• Dominance of car parking within the streetscape, including the 
proliferation of parking control signage which contributes to street 
clutter;

• Lack of planned green space and recreational provision;
• The proliferation of hard landscape materials within front gardens 

resulting in the erosion of the green character of both Alliance 
Avenue and De La Pole Avenue;

• Failure of modern developments to complement the architectural 
features and materials commonly found in the area;

• Lack of consistent boundary treatments across the TCA.

Sensitivity to change

There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive 
to change. These relate to the setting of the built form and the 
contribution this makes to the TCA, as outlined below:
• The scale of buildings, their mass, height and the continuity of 

building frontages;
• Continuity of original boundary treatments which provide a 

consistent pattern of built form;
• Architectural detailing to building frontages.

Site of the former Church of the Transfiguration Retail premises on Albert Avenue

Terraces form a strong building line with common property proportions
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High building density with 
limited public open space

Grid street pattern with long rows of 
residential terraces

Availability of views down 
linear streets

Dominance of cars within the 
streetscape

Consistent architectural style and 
boundary with bay windows common 
to the ground floor level

TCA 03: Residential Land North of A1105 Anlaby Road: key features of the landscape setting

NEWINGTON - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
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TCA 04: Tree Lined Residential Avenues

Key Characteristics:

• Low-lying landform;

• Strong linear pattern of residential streets;

• Large proportion of two or three storey terraced houses forming a 
dense settlement pattern;

• Street trees forming avenues within the streetscape are common 
and frame views;

• Consistent architectural style and boundary treatments provide a 
strong sense of place;

• Lack of public open space provision;

• Dominance of on-street parking.
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Figure 10: TCA 04: Tree Lined Residential Avenues
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Topography and Hydrology

There is limited variation in topography within the land lying south 
of the A1105 Anlaby Road, which lies between 3-4m AOD. The flat 
nature of the topography combined with the linear layout of built form 
and street trees offers the opportunity for framed vistas along road 
corridors.

Movement and Connectivity

The residential streets which cross the area are accessed from the 
A1105 Anlaby Road in the north. The TCA comprises Plane Street, 
Sandringham Street and a short section of St George’s Road, which 
form a network of routes which run broadly parallel. In contrast Bentley 
Close forms a cul-de-sac off Plane Street.

On street parking dominates the area. There is space for parking on 
both sides of the road and this restricts traffic movements to a single 
lane north-south on both Plane Street and Sandringham Street.

Land Use

The predominant land use within the TCA is residential. The character 
of this area is influenced by the wider tree-lined residential streets 
containing properties which run south from the A1105 Anlaby Road. 
Land use is, laid out on a network of relatively wide linear streets with a 
cul-de- sac arrangement also evident at Bentley Close. 

Urban Structure and Built Form

The street pattern is generally wider than streets found to the east 
and west and exhibits a more open character. Buildings comprise 
predominantly Victorian terraced houses constructed in red brick with 
tiled roofs, with original bay and timber framed sash windows and rich 
architectural detailing. Arched doorways with doors set back in reveals 
are characteristic of houses on Sandringham Street whereas individual 
name panels above doorways are common to Plane Street. 

Some properties have been modified through rendering or painting of 
the original brickwork but collectively they retain the original design 
intent. Modern infill development is also evident at the northern end of 
St George’s Road and within pockets on both Sandringham Road and 

Arched doorways with integrated porches Retention of individual name panels to residential properties White phone box towards the northern extent of St George’s Road
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Plane Street, where the original buildings have been replaced. However, 
building and roof lines and boundary treatments form a consistent 
frontage to streets. The combination of dwarf walling and railings 
creates a strong sense of unity. These boundary treatments were a 
product of a modern frontage improvement scheme to improve the 
external appearance of properties on these streets. Works also included 
new fascias, downpipes and renewal of roof coverings. Residential 
properties generally include both front and rear gardens, although 
those on the front are small resulting in building frontages close to 
the street, which creates a sense of enclosure. These spaces are now 
generally used for bin storage. 

Recent public realm improvements within this TCA include concrete 
block paving used to delineate carriage junctions and rationalise 
pavement design. This work has produced relatively wide pavements 
which contrasts with the adjoining TCA 5. Overall, the common age, 
style and layout of the streetscape leads to a unified structure and 
identity to the TCA.

Consistent boundary treatment with street trees located within public realm
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Heritage Assets

There are groups of 2½ storey properties on St. George’s Street with 
front gables and single storey bay windows and fascia detailing to the 
gables. To the southern end of the street are very plain two storey red 
brick terraced properties with little detailing, these are a sharp contrast 
to St. George’s Primary School which is located opposite. This building is 
Grade II listed.

Designated Heritage Assets
There is one listed buildings within this character area; St George’s 
Primary School located on St. George’s Road. This building has been 
designated as a listed building due to its special architectural or historic 
interest.

St George’s Primary School and boundary wall, St. George’s Road 
(1197690)
This building comprises a Grade II single storey primary school with 
tower dating back to 1875. It was originally built as a board school 
by William Freeman of Hull for the Newington School Board. It is 
constructed of red brick with ashlar dressings and hipped slate roofs 
with small gabled ventilators in the Gothic Revival style. Its architectural 
features include a plinth, coped gables with kneelers, and a central 
square entrance tower, clasping buttresses, string course, corbel table 
and pyramidal roof with four louvered hipped dormers, topped with a 
weather vane. The entrance has a pointed arch above with half-glazed 
doors, traceried over light and hood mould. On either side, there is a 
single flat-headed window. The adjoining brick boundary walling with 
chamfered ashlar coping and intermediate piers with chamfered caps 
characterise the exterior. 

Non-designated Heritage Assets
Although there are buildings of historic interest within this character 
area, none have been included on the Local List which is maintained by 
Hull City Council.

Greenspace and Public Realm

There is no designated public open space within this area. However, 
residential properties generally include private rear gardens. Vegetation 
within these rear gardens increases the sense of privacy, physical 
separation and enclosure between houses that back onto one another. 
This also helps to define and soften the appearance of the buildings. 
Public realm within the TCA is generally limited to pavements which 
are surfaced with asphalt and concrete block paving, with resin bound 
gravel used to delineate the avenue of street trees within the pavement 
itself.

Views

The long rows of terraced houses coupled with the avenues of street 
trees provide framed views through the TCA. The combination of a 
low-lying landform and dense development means that views out of the 
area are very limited.

Positive aspects of character

There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate to the historical layout 
of the residential streets and mature street trees:
• Residential development maintains historic grid pattern of long 

streets of terraced houses;
• Avenues of street trees soften the built form and enhance views;
• Consistent property proportions and survival of architectural 

detailing;
• Common palette of materials used in buildings and the public realm.

Issues to be Addressed

The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to the incremental loss of architectural detailing and the lack of 
public open space, as outlined below:

• Poor maintenance of some buildings, which detracts from the 
quality of the built form;

• Ad-hoc modifications to building façades and architectural detailing 
which has incrementally eroded the unity and quality of the streets;

• Dominance of car parking within the streetscape including the 
proliferation of parking control signage which contributes to street 
clutter;

• Introduction of poorer quality architecture, evident at the northern 
end of St George’s Road, which detracts from the quality of the 
area;

• Loss of original boundary treatments, original slate roofing materials 
and well-proportioned timber sliding sash windows;

• Introduction of modern buildings which lack the attention to and 
quality of detailing common in the area, such as infill development 
and at Bentley Close.

Frontage of St. George’s Primary School
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Sensitivity to Change

There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to 
change. These relate to setting of the built form, the strong urban 
structure and the contribution this makes to the TCA, as outlined below:

• Scale and mass of buildings which creates a sense of visual unity.
• Continuity of terraced building frontages along the terraced streets 

provide a strong coherent building and roof line;
• Avenues of mature street trees;
• Boundary treatments, such as dwarf walls, which create a degree of 

unity and strengthen the sense of place;
• Rich architectural detailing to building frontages.

Integration of tree avenues within public realm on Sandringham Street
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Street trees forming avenues within the streetscape 
form a common feature and frame views

Strong linear street pattern of 
residential land use Consistent architectural style and boundary 

treatments provide a strong sense of place

Consistent pattern of low-
lying landform

TCA 04: Tree Lined Residential Avenues: key features of the landscape setting

Dominance of cars and lack 
of public open space
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Albert Avenue Pools
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TCA 05: Residential Land South of A1105 
Anlaby Road

Key Characteristics:

• Low-lying landform;

• Mostly residential with pockets of commercial and retail land use;

• Two storey terraced houses constructed predominantly from red 
brick;

• Lack of private front gardens result in the building line forming the 
pavement edge, enclosing the streets;

• Noise from transport corridors of the A1105 Anlaby Road and the 
Selby railway is distracting ;

• Dominance of parked cars within the narrow streets;

• Planned amenity green space as well as parcels of incidental public 
space bordering the Selby railway line.

Figure 11: TCA 05: Residential Land Use South of the A1105 Anlaby Road
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Topography and Hydrology

The topography is low-lying and relatively flat with the lowest points 
along short sections of Melrose Street and Walliker Street, situated at a
 maximum of 2m AOD.

Movement and Connectivity

Characterised by a narrow and intricate road network, the streets in 
this TCA are dominated by the proliferation of on-street parking which 
forms a barrier to pedestrian movement. With the exception of Arthur 
Street, the streets in this TCA run perpendicular to route of the A1105 
Anlaby Road. This pattern is particularly evident in Melrose Street, 
Glencoe Street, Granville Street and Walliker Street. The corridor of 
the Selby railway line runs parallel the route of Selby Street and forms 
the southern boundary of the TCA itself. This route runs at grade and 
intersects the route of St George’s Road where vehicular and pedestrian 
access is afforded via a level crossing.

Land Use

The majority of this area is residential, interspersed with pockets 
of well-used green space. The crossroads formed by the junction of 
Arthur Street and St George’s Road also accommodate a number of 
local shops. Pockets of commercial land use characterises the corner of 
Walliker Street and Carnegie Street although land on Perry Street, to 
the west of the Premiere Bar, is currently vacant.

Urban Structure and Built Form

The TCA has a high density of development, comprising largely terraced 
housing where the narrow streets provide a strong sense of enclosure. 
Streets run south from the A1105 Anlaby Road, including Ruskin 
Street, Perry Street, Walliker Street, Granville Street, Melrose Street, 
Glencoe Street and Stirling Street. In addition, Arthur Street is aligned 
broadly east-west. The narrow houses are generally aligned along 
the streets, resulting in a fine urban grain. Large sections of Walliker 
Street, Ruskin Street, Perry Street and Arthur Street are devoid of front 
gardens with the building line located at the rear of the pavement. 
This results in a consistent character within the streetscape. A private 
sector programme of frontage improvements was launched in 2015, 
incorporating Walliker Street, Granville Street and Stirling Street.

A distinct appearance is also exhibited on Melrose Street and Glencoe 
Street where properties are set back from the pavement edge and 
follow the existing building line.. Court housing is also evident within 
this TCA, with close boarded fencing forming a common feature to 

Continuous development on Perry Street

Dead end forming a barrier to permeability
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provide enhanced privacy. The dominant building material in the TCA 
is red or buff brick, although some individual properties have been 
rendered or pebble-dashed. Recessed porches, bay windows and ornate 
plaster or stone detailing is common on facades. Roofs are generally 
tiles and most buildings have retained chimneys. Occasional narrow 
passageways lead to rear yards and gardens. 

Heritage Assets

Walliker Street was built in two stages, the western side dating from 
c.1882 and containing higher quality buff brick properties which 
originally comprised single storey bay windows and cast iron railings 
around the front yards. However, the eastern side of Walliker Street is 
contemporary to Ruskin and Perry Street following the demolition and 
clearance of the Maiden Hill Farm complex.

Granville Street properties were developed c.1874 and are fronted in 
buff brick with red brick to the side and rear, they have shallow front 
yards which originally had cast iron railings but which have now been 
replaced with timber fencing and brick walls. A run of properties on the 
eastern side have gable detailing as well as red brick decoration above 
the doorways. Melrose, Glencoe and Stirling Streets were all developed 
in the late 19th – early 20th Century. Melrose Street properties date 
from c.1897 and are predominantly built from red brick (with some 
later render to the front elevations) with a short section of buff brick 
used at the northern part of the street. The properties have single 
storey bay windows with decorative lintels above the doors.

Glencoe Street properties date from c.1905 and are built from buff brick 
and have two storey bays to the front and decorative mouldings above 
the doors and windows. Stirling Street has seen the most alteration due 
to bomb damage during the Second World War. Originally laid out by 
1910, the properties are a mixture of red and buff brick and there are 
groups of mid-20th Century houses beside the Victorian terraces. 

Designated Heritage Assets
There are no Listed Buildings or Scheduled Monuments located within 
this character area and there is no Conservation Area designation.

Non-designated Heritage Assets
Although there are buildings of historic interest within this character 
area, none have been included on the Local List which is maintained by 
Hull City Council.

Unified local vernacular with tight settlement clusters

Amenity green space south of Arthur Street

Amenity green space along the railway line between St George’s Road and Walliker 
Street

Amenity green space, Stirling Street
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Greenspace and Public Realm

The Proposals Map included within the Hull Local Plan (2016) 
recognises three areas of existing green space located on Stirling 
Street, Arthur Street and a linear strip parallel the Selby railway line. 
The TCA also incorporates further incidental greenspace parallel the 
Selby railway line. The linear belt of public open space running from 
the southern end of Walliker Street to St George’s Road comprises a 
lit pedestrian route set within grass and scattered trees. Properties 
on Stirling Street overlook the small area of greenspace and provide 
informal surveillance.

Views

Framed views into public open space are limited due to the lack of 
breaks in built form. When combined with the consistent building 
design, this results in limited legibility. The spire of St Matthew with St 
Barnabas Church on the Boulevard is available in views from the green 
space running parallel the Selby railway line. Otherwise, views are 
largely contained within the narrow streets.

Positive aspects of character

There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate to the pattern of built 
form and provision of green space, including:

• Historic grid pattern of terraces with some buildings retaining 
elements of ornate period detailing;

• Buffer provided by boundary vegetation and public open space 
bordering the route of the Selby railway line;

• Provision of public open space and the arrangement of buildings 
around these spaces which contributes to natural surveillance.

Issues to be addressed

The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to the incremental loss of architectural detailing and the quality 
of public open space, as outlined below:

• Poor maintenance of some buildings, which detracts from the 
quality of the built form and the quality of the housing stock;

• Incremental loss of architectural detailing resulting from alterations 
of individual properties;

• Dominance of car parking within the streetscape;
• Lack of green infrastructure and recreational provision;

Grid pattern of streets, Zetland Street

• Inconsistencies and general condition of public realm materials;
• Vandalism evident within vacant land parallel the Selby railway line;
• Incidents of fly tipping which contribute negatively to the quality of 

the streetscape.

Sensitivity to Change

There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive 
to change. These relate to the setting of the built form and the 
contribution this makes to the TCA, as outlined below:

• Scale and mass of buildings which creates a sense of visual unity and 
addresses the grid street pattern;

• Continuity of building frontages and boundary treatments which 
provide a consistent roof line and pattern of built form;

• The accessibility of green spaces which provide a landscape setting 
to the surrounding high density residential land use;

• Survival of ornate architectural detailing to doors and windows.

Survival of architectural detailing

Strong linearity of built form, Melrose Street

Incremental loss of architectural detailing
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Lack of private front gardens 
result in the building line forming 
the pavement edge

Dominance of parked cars within the 
narrow carriageways forming the 
streetscape

Provision of planned amenity green spaceLow-lying landform 
combined with high density 
built form

TCA 05: Residential Land South of A1105 Anlaby Road: key features of the landscape setting

Two storey residential land use with building 
heights typically at 8 m and constructed 
predominantly from red brick;
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TCA 06: A1105 Anlaby Road Corridor

Key Characteristics:

• Limited variation in topography although the eastern end of the 
A1105 Anlaby Road is on a flyover;

• Busy arterial route dominated by traffic.

• Ribbon development associated with the historic corridor of the 
A1105 Anlaby Road;

• Mixture of retail and commercial uses with residential uses limited 
to flats above retail units;

• Strong active frontages to most buildings with a mixture of 
architectural building styles

• A number of valuable historical buildings are distributed along the 
road corridor;

• Street clutter associated with the busy transport corridor – including 
bollards, road signage, lighting, traffic lights and bus stops.

Figure 12: TCA 06: A1105 Anlaby Road Corridor
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Topography and Hydrology

The TCA is characterised by a low-lying landscape, at approximately 
3-4m AOD.  However, the eastern extent of the A1105 Anlaby Road is 
accommodated on a flyover above the Selby Line.

Movement and Connectivity

The A1105 Anlaby Road forms the primary route through the study 
area, stretching from the flyover above the Selby railway line in the east 
to the junction of Wheeler Street in the west. This busy road includes 
bus lanes and widens to form a heavy trafficked dual carriageway 
with central reservation. The flyover is located at a key gateway into 
the area and the street pattern results in intersections of local roads 
which create a number of secondary gateways. The main nodal points 
are formed where the A1105 Anlaby Road meets both Walton Street 
and St George’s Road creating crossroads. Raised table crossing points 
characterise many of the junctions along this corridor. The dominance 
of this road corridor creates severance and a physical barrier for 
pedestrians due to limited crossing points. The high levels of traffic are 
also in contrast with the quieter residential streets which typify much of 
the study area.

Land Use

The transport corridor of the A1105 Anlaby Road is a major generator of 
activity and for this reason commercial and retail businesses, including 
a number of fast food outlets, supermarkets and smaller independent 
businesses, line its length. Properties given over to community services 
are also located within this TCA, including the Lonsdale Community 
Shop. Wenlock Barracks lies on this road corridor as well as the 
Newington Health Care Centre which forms the junction of Plane Street 
with the A1105 Anlaby Road.

Urban Structure and Built Form

This area comprises ribbon development which extends along the wide 
A1105 Anlaby Road. The route is wide and is predominantly lined by 
late 19th and early 20th century three storey brick terraces, with some 
architectural detailing. Historically these properties would have formed 
substantial houses but retail or commercial units now commonly 
occupy the ground floor often with flats above and interspersed with 
residential properties. Some have been retained as private houses. 
However, a number of units are vacant and in a poor state of repair, 
although a number are in the process of being refurbished. Where 
boundary treatments survive, these are often inconsistent across the 
road corridor.

Expanse of hard landscape forming the frontage of retail premises on the A1105 Anlaby Road

Strong rhythm of roof lines 
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Buildings are largely constructed of red and buff brick with bay windows 
and gable details. Although some original architectural features have 
been lost, decorative detailing above the first floor windows is evident 
in places and some properties still retain timber sliding sash windows. 
The two and half storey buff properties located feature gables and 
paired doorways. Decorative eaves, sill band detailing and timber 
fascias are also apparent within red brick properties. However, signage 
to commercial properties is largely inconsistent and unsympathetic 
and disproportionate to the scale of buildings. This signage obscures 
much of the surviving architectural details. The western extent of the 
TCA at Woldcarr Road is devoid of a gateway feature and is generally 
characterised by two storey buildings.

Heritage Assets

There are three listed buildings and four locally listed buildings but 
no conservation areas or scheduled monuments within the area. The 
majority of the buildings along Anlaby Road date from when they street 
was initially developed. However, where replacements have been 
carried out, the results provide a varied and interesting character to 
the street. Later developments include: the Wenlock Barracks (1911) 
which replaced a detached villa called Somerset House (c.1874), an 
office block (1964) on the corner of Lonsdale Street replaced the 
Newington Presbyterian Church (1892), Stirling Street complete with 
terraced housing replaced Newington Hall in 1908 and Newington 
Health Centre on the corner of Plane Street replaced the Plane Street 
Wesleyan Methodist Chapel (1910). Other buildings which add to the 
distinctiveness of the A1105 Anlaby Road includes the Art Deco Carlton 
Theatre (1928) which stands prominently at the western edge of the 
study area, The New Griffin public house (former bank) which dates to 
the 1930s, The Three Crowns public house (former bank) dating to 1925 
and the former West Park Picture Palace (1914).
Designated Heritage Assets

Listed Buildings

There are three listed buildings within this TCA and are all located to the 
south of West Park and front onto the A1105 Anlaby Road. 
These buildings have been designated as listed buildings due to their 
special architectural or historic interest and have been assessed by 
Historic England. 

• Grade II pair of K6 telephone kiosks dating from 1930 and originally 
designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. Built from cast-iron with a square 
domed kiosk with lettered panels on each side and margin glazing to 
sides and door.

• Grade II former Hull City Police Fire Box No. 6 and gates, now in 

Façade of the former Carlton Theatre

commercial use. Dates from 1890 and is constructed from brick with 
terracotta dressings and hipped slate roofs. The fire box is single 
storey with a plinth, moulded sill band, dentillated eaves and a 
half-glazed 20th Century door flanked by single windows. To the left 
is a set-back stable with a large opening to left with wooden lintel, 
and a smaller opening to right which has also been converted for 
commercial use. 

• Grade II former public library, now in use as a heritage centre. It 
dates to 1905 and was designed by J.H. Hirst who was the City 
Architect and paid for by the Andrew Carnegie Foundation. It is half 
timbered and brick with rendered noggin and a hipped plain tile 
roof and was built in the domestic Revival style. It has deep eaves 
with the gutter on wrought-iron scroll brackets, with an L-plan 
form and a two storey octagonal porch at the inside angle with a 
pyramidal roof. 

Modern architectural styles evident at the Newington Health Care Centre
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Non-designated Heritage Assets

Locally Listed Buildings

The following buildings have been highlighted as being of local interest. 
These buildings are considered to either contribute positively to the 
character and appearance of the area, are linked to the historical 
development of the area or have strong cultural links to the area.

Former Carlton Theatre, Anlaby Road
This building is a good surviving example of a 1920s suburban cinema. It 
is located in a prominent location on the A1105 Anlaby Road, enhanced 
by its detached status. It was designed by Blackmore & Sykes and is 
notable for its Art Deco details, with a large arched front window with 
a first floor balcony, it has a shallow triangular pediment to the top of 
the building with a globe sculpture on the roof. The entrances into the 
building are located within rounded three-storey bays to either side 
of the front elevation. Telecommunication masts have been added to 
its roof and are visible from the street and it is currently vacant and 
boarded up. 

Three Crowns, Anlaby Road
This is a fine stone Neo-Classical building which was designed by John 
Bilson who was a prominent local architect. The building dates to 1925 
and has a stucco finish, central arched doorway and fanlight and large 
windows to two sides. It was originally opened as a bank but is now in 
use as a public house.

The New Griffin, 501 Anlaby Road
This building is considered to be an elegant and stylish example of 
Neo- Georgian architecture on Anlaby Road. It was built in the 1930s 
from narrow red brick with stone dressings. It has a brick parapet and 
a Roman tile roof. The entrance has been designed in a Classical style 
with double doors, Doric columns and a fanlight above. It has tall multi-
paned windows with fanlight heads. The building was first opened as a 
bank but has since been converted to a public house.

The West Park Picture Palace, 419 Anlaby Road 
This building is a good example of an Edwardian cinema which was built 
in Classical style with a stucco façade and red brick to the sides and rear. 
There is a colonnade to the upper storey which supports a triangular 
pediment at roof level. There are also triangular pediments above the 
first floor windows. It was first known as the West Park Picture Palace 
and was opened in November 1914 but closed in January 1959. Since 
this time it has had many other uses including the Premiere Bar. It is 
currently vacant and falling into disrepair and is becoming dilapidated.

Street clutter at the junction of the A1105 Anlaby Road with Parkfield Drive

Evidence of vacant properties Inconsistent shop frontages and signage
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Greenspace and Public Realm

The TCA contains very little green space with public realm limited to 
the wide pavements lining the A1105 Anlaby Road. Although concrete 
flag and block paving forms the dominant hard surfacing, a variety of 
materials have been used within the public realm and as a consequence 
there is no hierarchy of spaces or to define functionality.  The street 
scape is also characterised by a proliferation of street clutter which 
forms a barrier to pedestrian movement in places. Avenues of mature 
trees enhance the quality of the streetscape along the A1105 Anlaby 
Road, particularly at the western end.

Views

The majority of views are framed by the buildings which line the streets 
and capture views of commercial properties along the A1105 Anlaby 
Road. However, at the eastern end the Hull Royal Infirmary forms a local 
landmark. Although located beyond the extent of the TCA, the spire 
of St Matthew with St Barnabas Church on the Boulevard also forms a 
valuable orientation point.

Positive Aspects of Character

There are a number of positive aspects of character which should 
be sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate principally to the 
setting of the road corridor, including:
• Mature trees located along discrete sections of the street;
• Survival of isolated historic buildings, which provide a reference to 

the historical development of the TCA;
• Retention of building frontages which provide a consistent building 

line with detailing evident to façades fronting the road ;
• Introduction of traffic calming measures and raised pedestrian 

crossing points at key junctions to tackle the dominance of vehicular 
transport.

Issues to be Addressed

The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to the high levels of traffic, the quality of the commercial 
buildings and incremental loss of architectural details, as detailed 
below:

• The busy nature of the A1105 Anlaby Road which is dominated by 
traffic, creates a barrier to pedestrian movement across the study 
area;

• Proliferation of vacant retail premises, reducing the level of activity 
within the TCA;

• Modifications to historic buildings, resulting in a loss of original 
features;

• Lack of maintenance leading to poor condition of some buildings;
• Lack of gateway features to provide a sense of arrival to the 

commercial centre as well as uninspiring and poor quality secondary 
gateways to St George’s Road and Albert Avenue;

• Dominance of street clutter and uncoordinated public realm 
improvements resulting in patchwork of materials;

• Lack of functional green space;
• The quality and consistency of shop fronts and signage is generally 

poor, which detracts from the architecture of the building façades;
• Loss of historic streetscape features, such as cast iron railings and 

replacement with inconsistent, lower quality modern materials.

View looking east from the junction of Walton Street with the A1105 Anlaby Road
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Sensitivity to Change

There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to 
change. These relate to setting of the built form, detailing of buildings 
and the contribution these make to the character of the area, as 
outlined below:
• Listed buildings and their settings;
• Architectural detailing to building frontages;
• The scale and mass of buildings which create a sense of unity and 

grandeur in sections of the streetscape;
• Stonework to boundary treatments. 

Proliferation of road signage associated with the KCOM stadium and traffic calming measures
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Street clutter associated with the busy transport 
corridor – including bollards, road signage, lighting, 
traffic lights and bus stops

Mixture of retail, commercial and residential 
buildings dominate the thoroughfare with a 

mixture of architectural building styles

Ribbon development associated 
with the historic corridor of the 
A1105 Anlaby Road

TCA 06: A1105 Anlaby Road Corridor: key features of the landscape setting

Busy arterial route dominated by 
vehicular activity
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MANAGING CHANGE

Rough grassland at the railway triangle
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The character of Newington described above is the result of a range of 
interactions between natural and human processes. This evolution is 
supported by the section on historical development, which describes 
how the structure and character of the area has changed over time. 
Together this provides a baseline against which change can be 
monitored and managed. 

The evolution of the landscape will continue and therefore the 
management of change is essential to ensure that sustainable social, 
environmental and economic outcomes are achieved. This section 
therefore considers various factors which may influence change and 
inform the policies set out in the Newington Neighbourhood Plan. 

Character Management Principles

The historical structure of the area as it was originally laid out from 
the Victorian period has largely been retained. However, incremental 
modifications to buildings, as well as infill development, has resulted 
in the loss of some architectural features. The introduction of cul-de-
sacs has also eroded the strong grid street pattern. In order to address 
the issues highlighted above, principles for managing change should 
focus on maintaining a balance between built form, heritage and green 
infrastructure. The area should also focus on reinforcing the positive 
character of the streetscape whilst accommodating development 
which enhances existing built form and heritage assets. The following 
principles should be considered when defining policies with respect to 
heritage and character:

General Principles:

• Enhancement of existing and creation of new public open space to 
provide respite from the otherwise high density of built form;

• The listed and non-designated heritage assets identified within 
this assessment should be retained and protected. Where these 
buildings are now vacant any proposals to bring them back into use 
should clearly demonstrate an understanding of the history and 
architecture of the building and provide commitments to sensitively 
restore lost or degraded features;

• Any development within proximity of a listed or non-designated 
heritage assets should demonstrate how its setting has been 
considered and how it will be enhanced;

• Where original boundary treatments exist, these should be retained 
and if they are in poor condition, they should be restored. Where 
original boundary treatments have been lost, they should be 
replaced with design and materials sympathetic to the original 
design intent;

• High quality materials and a high standard of workmanship should 
be applied in the repair of buildings and the public realm;

• Modifications to existing buildings should reflect existing rooflines, 
scale and proportions. New buildings or extensions which exceed 
the roofline of neighbouring buildings are unlikely to be acceptable;

• Provision of parking should not adversely affect the provision of the 
limited green space within the area;

• Any proposals which would result in the loss of existing trees should 
demonstrate how this loss will be mitigated through additional tree 
planting.

Retention of mature trees within the boundary of West Park
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TCA 01: West Park and KCOM Stadium
• Proposals for development close to the A1105 Anlaby Road should 

demonstrate how the visibility of gateways into the area will be 
enhanced to refine the sense of arrival and local distinctiveness of 
the area;

• Views towards the city centre should be protected;

• The former West Park Picture Palace building should be retained 
and its condition and setting sensitively enhanced.

TCA 02: Walton Street Residential Fringe
• Pedestrian links and gateways into West Park from Walton Street 

should be enhanced;

• The use and quality of underused incidental space between 
residential streets should be enhanced to improve its potential for 
recreation and biodiversity;

• The public realm on Walton Street should be enhanced by 
implementing a hierarchy of higher quality materials and street 
furniture to strengthen identity.

TCAs 03-05: Residential Land North and South of the 
A1105 Anlaby Road as well as Tree Lined Residential 
Avenues
• Development should respond to the immediate context, taking 

into account the layout, scale, density and appearance of existing 
terraced streets. Proposals should seek to retain existing boundaries 
and complement the existing roof line and materials palette.

Ad hoc modifications to residential properties: pebble dashingAd hoc modifications to residential properties: conversion of former retail premises 

Ad hoc modifications to residential properties: single storey porches
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TCA 06: A1105 Anlaby Road Corridor
• Street trees along the A1105 Anlaby Road should be planted to 

reinforce the avenue and frame views along the street;

• Increase the visibility of gateways to distinguish the A1105 Anlaby 
Road corridor from the surrounding residential land use;

• The Former Carlton Theatre building should be retained and its 
condition and setting sensitively enhanced;

• Proposals for the development of commercial or retail premises 
which affect the public realm should contribute positively to its 
quality;

• Proposals for the development of commercial or retail premises 
where should demonstrate how existing historic elements of 
architectural detailing will be restored and enhanced where present. 
Where such details have been lost or for new buildings, signage 
should be modest, appropriate to the context and enhance the 
streetscape.

Link to previous regeneration initiatives within existing street furniture Re-use of heritage assets along the A1105 Anlaby Road
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In addition to policy protection, this assessment has identified 
projects or initiatives which could be financed through the Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and Section 106 (S106) contributions, or 
if the project is not eligible for these mechanisms, through other 
means of funding or delivery. CIL is a tool for local authorities to levy 
contributions from developers to help deliver infrastructure projects 
which benefit the local community – for more information, see http://
planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/guidance/community-
infrastructure-levy/. 

Section 106 agreements are site-specific and put in place to make it 
possible to approve a planning application that might not otherwise 
be acceptable in planning terms – for example, the provision of new 
green space. It is recommended to seek advice from the Local Planning 
Authority on what types of project can be funded through CIL and S106.
Projects and initiatives identified as having potential to be brought 
forward by CIL, S106 or other means include:

• Introduction of key gateway features or interpretation to provide a 
sense of arrival and identity across the study area;

• Carry out a detailed study of shop fronts to identify existing and 
lost architectural details and develop a strategy and guidelines for 
improvement across the study area;

• Develop a long term development and management strategy for 
West Park, including the railway triangle;

• Explore opportunities to develop community facilities within vacant 
retail or commercial premises on the A1105;

• Develop design codes for new development and the enhancement 
of the public realm;

• Prepare a strategy for the management and future replacement of 
street trees which considers resilience to climate change;

• Explore opportunities to create new pockets of green space and 
increase the provision of street trees.

Dominance of on-street parking within the streetscape
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NEXT STEPS AND SOURCES OF FURTHER 
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT

Walton Street Car Park
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This study is intended to provide evidence to support the development 
of policies with respect to heritage and character for the Newington NP. 
As such, it does not provide a comprehensive overview of contribution 
of individual buildings, streets or spaces to the character of the area. 
It should be considered alongside other evidence gathered through 
the plan making process, such as detailed policy reviews, consultation 
responses and site options assessments and the evidence base of the 
Hull Local Plan (2016 to 2032).Other work which would strengthen the 
evidence base and provide a basis for monitoring and managing future 
change includes:
• Detailed architectural study of buildings in Newington to better 

understand their value and contribution to the history of the town;
• Detailed mapping of trees within the area, including the updating of 

Tree Preservation of Orders (TPOs);
• Completion of the second phase of the Hull Character Study in order 

to describe the landscape setting of Hull and the historic evolution 
of the city in greater detail;

• Review of the Local List of undesignated heritage assets maintained 
by Hull City Council to ensure all relevant buildings are included;

• Introduce a design code to specify the details of new development, 
including shop frontage guidance to encourage the use of more 
traditional signs and fascias. This could be provided through 
the Design Codes technical support package. Refer to http://
mycommunity.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Guidance-
notes-for-applicants_NP-Aug-16-Final.pdf for further information.

A wealth of further information and support is available to assist 
Newington Neighbourhood Forum] in applying the principles set out 
in this assessment. The Locality website is a useful starting point and is 
updated regularly. Current guidance which may be of interest includes:
• Community Rights and Heritage, July 2016: http://mycommunity.

org.uk/resources/community-rights-and-heritage/ 
• Heritage in Neighbourhood Plans, July 2016: http://mycommunity.

org.uk/news/heritage-in-neighbourhood-plans/
• Design in Neighbourhood Planning, February 2016: http://

mycommunity.org.uk/resources/design-in-neighbourhood-
planning/

Further technical support is also available to priority neighbourhood 
planning groups and forums through Locality, funded by DCLG. The 
other packages of support currently available are:

• Housing Advice and Assessment
• Site options and assessment
• Urban Design and Masterplanning, including Design Codes
• Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
• Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
• Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
• Viability of proposals
• Evidence Base and Policy Reviews
• Facilitation Support
• Technical Facilitation
• Health check prior to examination

Further information is available in the Neighbourhood Planning Grant 
Guidance Notes produced by Locality: http://mycommunity.org.uk/
resources/guidance-notes-neighbourhood-planning/ 
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Semi-private pedestrian accesses to residential properties within a ‘court’ housing 
layout
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APPENDIX A: SCHEDULE OF HERITAGE ASSETS
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Flyover at the A1105 Anlaby Road
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LISTED BUILDINGS WITHIN TCA 1

EASTING NORTHING LIST ENTRY LIST DATE NGR CHARACTER AREA NAME ID GRADE

507427 428754.3608 1197652 21/01/1994 TA 07427 28754 1 FORMER CARNEGIE PUBLIC LIBRARY 01 II

EASTING NORTHING LIST ENTRY LIST DATE NGR CHARACTER AREA NAME ID GRADE

507248.644 428485.5538 1197690 21/01/1994 TA 07249 28485 3 ST GEORGES PRIMARY SCHOOL AND BOUNDARY WALL 02 II

EASTING NORTHING LIST ENTRY LIST DATE NGR CHARACTER AREA NAME ID GRADE

507429.914 428734.5318 1207694 21/01/1994 TA 07430 28734 6 TWO K6 TELEPHONE KIOSKS 15 METRES SOUTH OF CARNEGIE LIBRARY 03 II

507424.4711 428733.9578 1207784 21/01/1994 TA0742428734 6 CITY OF HULL POLICE FIRE BOX NUMBER 6, AND GATES AT SOUTH ENTRANCE TO WEST PARK 04 II

LISTED BUILDINGS WITHIN TCA 3

LISTED BUILDINGS WITHIN TCA 6
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APPENDIX B: HISTORIC MAPS
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Survival of decorative tiling
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